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Abstract. Cyberbullying is a growing problem affecting more than half
of all American teens. The main goal of this paper is to study labeled
cyberbullying incidents in the Instagram social network. In this work, we
have collected a sample data set consisting of Instagram images and their
associated comments. We then designed a labeling study and employed
human contributors at the crowd-sourced CrowdFlower website to label
these media sessions for cyberbullying. A detailed analysis of the labeled
data is then presented, including a study of relationships between cyber-
bullying and a host of features such as cyberaggression, profanity, social
graph features, temporal commenting behavior, linguistic content, and
image content.

1 Introduction

As online social networks (OSNs) have grown in popularity, instances of cyber-
bullying in OSNs have become an increasing concern. In fact more than half of
American teens have reported being the victims of cyberbullying [1]. Moreover,
research has found links between experiences of cyberbullying and negative out-
comes such as decreased performance in school, absenteeism, truancy, dropping
out, and violent behavior [2], and potentially devastating psychological effects
such as depression, low self-esteem, suicide ideation, and even suicide [3–6], that
can have long term effects in the future life of victims [7]. Incidents of cyber-
bullying with extreme consequences such as suicide are now routinely reported
in the popular press. For example cyberbullying of Jessica Logan via her image
shared in Facebook and MySpace and of Hope Sitwell with her image shared in
MySpace is attributed to their suicides [8], [9].

Given the gravity of the consequences cyberbullying has on its victims and
its rapid spread among middle and high school students, there is an immediate
and pressing need for research to understand how cyberbullying occurs in OSNs
today, so that effective techniques can be developed to accurately detect cyber-
bullying. In [6], it is reported that experts in the field of cyberbullying could favor
automatic monitoring of cyberbullying on social networking sites and propose
effective follow-up strategies.
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Fig. 1. An example of comments posted
on Instagram. To give more room for the
text, we have moved the associated image
to overlay some of the text.

Our work makes the important
distinction between cyberaggression
and cyberbullying. Cyberaggression is
defined as aggressive online behavior
that uses digital media in a way that
is intended to cause harm to another
person[10]. Examples include negative
content and words such as profanity,
slang and abbreviations that would
be used in negative posts such as
hate, fight, wtf. Cyberbullying is one
form of cyberaggression that is more
restrictively defined as (1) an act of
aggression online with (2) an imbal-
ance of power between the individu-
als involved and (3) repetition of the
aggression [2,10–15]. Similar to tradi-
tional bullying, it is the combination
of the aggressive behavior, repeated
acts, and the victim’s inability to
defend himself or herself that severely
impacts many teens [2]. Particularly
important in the context of cyberbul-
lying, is the permanent nature of the
online posts (until they’re removed),
the ease and wide distribution in
which aggressive posts can be made,
the difficulty of identifying the behavior, the ability to be connected and exposed
to online interaction 24/7, and the growing number of potential victims and
perpetrators [4]. The power imbalance can take on a variety of forms including
physical, social, relational or psychological [14,16–18], such as a user being more
technologically savvy than another [2], a group of users targeting one user, or a
popular user targeting a less popular one [19]. Repetition of cyberbullying can
occur over time or by forwarding/sharing a negative comment or photo with
multiple individuals [19].

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Ask.fm, and Instagram have been listed as
the top five networks with the highest percentage of users reporting experience
of cyberbullying [20]. Instagram is of particular interest as it is a media-based
social network, which allows users to post and comment on images. An example
of an Instagram media session is shown in Figure 1. Cyberbullying in Instagram
can happen in different ways, including posting a humiliating image of someone
else by perhaps editing the image, posting mean or hateful comments, aggressive
captions or hashtags, or creating fake profiles pretending to be someone else [21].

The main goal of this paper is to study cyberbullying in Instagram. To do so,
we first collected a large sample of Instagram data comprised of 3,165K media
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sessions (images and their associated comments) taken from 25K user profiles.
Next, we provided labeling instructions and Instagram media sessions to human
labelers at the crowd-sourced CrowdFlower website to identify occurrences of
cyberbullying and cyberaggression in Instagram. We then analyzed the labeled
data set, reporting the relationship of different features of these media sessions
to cyberbullying. This paper make the following important contributions:

– We provide a clear distinction between cyberbullying and general cyberag-
gression. Cyberbullying is a form of cyberaggression that can have devastat-
ing effects on the victims and perpetrators. Most of the prior research in this
area is more appropriately described as investigating cyberaggression.

– We obtain ground truth cyberbullying behavior in Instagram by instruct-
ing human crowd-sourcers to label Instagram images and their associated
comments according to both the more restrictive definition of cyberbullying
and the more general definition of cyberaggression. Labelers are provided
with the image and its associated comments at the same time to be able to
understand the context and label accordingly.

– We present a novel detailed analysis of the labeled media sessions, including
the relationships between cyberbullying and a host of factors, such as cyber-
aggression, profanity, social graph properties (liking, followers/following),
the interarrival time of comments, the linguistic content of comments, and
labeled image content.

2 Related Works

Prior works that investigated cyberbullying [22–32] are more accurately described
as research on cyberaggression, since these works do not take into account both
the frequency of aggression and the imbalance of power. These works have largely
applied a text analysis approach to online comments, since this approach results in
higher precision and lower false positives than simpler list-based matching of pro-
fane words [33]. Previous research [27,29,34,35] applied text based cyberbullying
on Formspring.me and Myspace dataset. Dinakar et al. investigated both explicit
and implicit cyberbullying by analyzing negative text comments on YouTube
and Formspring profiles [25]. Sanchez and Kumar proposed using a Naive Bayes
classifier to find inappropriate words in Twitter text data for bullying detec-
tion [26]. They tracked potential bullies, their followers, and the victims. Also some
researchers tried to detect bullies and victims by looking at the number of received
and sent, beside detecting aggressive comments [36] and [32] . Dadvar et al. investi-
gated how combining text analysis with MySpace user profile information such as
gender can improve the accuracy of cyberbullying detection in OSNs [23] . Huang
et al. [37] has consider some graph properties besides text features, however they
also worked only over comment-based labeled data. Another work has looked at
the time series of posted comments of Formepring dataset, in which each question
answer pair was labeled separately as cyberaggression and then their severity pre-
dicted [38]. These works largely focus on text-based analysis and unlike our work
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do not examine the features associated with the media objects such as images or
videos belonging to those comments, as in Instagram. Kansara et al. [39] suggest
only a framework for using images beside text for detecting cyberbullying.

Other work analyzed profanity usages in Instagram [40] and Ask.fm [41] com-
ments, but did not label the data in terms of cyberbullying. Additional research
investigated aspects of the Instagram social network, but not in the context
of cyberbullying. For example, [42] explored users’ photo sharing experience in
a museum. Silva et al. [43] considered the temporal photo sharing behavior of
Instagram users and Hu et al. [44] categorized Instagram images into eight pop-
ular image categories and the Instagram users into five types in terms of their
posted images. [45] concluded that Instagram users tend to be more active dur-
ing weekends and at the end of the day, and that Instagram users are more likely
to like and comment on the medias that are already popular, thereby inducing
the rich get richer phenomenon.

3 Data Collection

Starting from a random seed node, we identified 41K Instagram user ids using a
snowball sampling method from the Instagram API. Among these Instagram ids,
25K (61%) users had public profiles while the rest had private profiles. Due to
the limitation on the private profiles’ lack of shared information, the 25K public
user profiles comprise our sample data set. For each public Instagram user, the
collected profile data includes the media objects (videos/images) that the user
has posted and their associated comments, user id of each user followed by this
user, user id of each user who follows this user, and user id of each user who
commented on or liked the media objects shared by the user. We consider each
media object plus its associated comments as a media session.

Labeling data is a costly process and therefore in order to make the labeling
of cyberbullying more manageable, we sought to label a smaller subset of these
media sessions. To have a higher rate of cyberbullying instances, we considered
media sessions with at least one profanity word in their associated comments.
We tag a comment as “negative” using an approach similar to [41]. For this set
of 25K users, 3,165K unique media sessions were collected, where 697K of these
sessions have at least one profane word in their comments by users other than
the profile owner, where a profane word is obtained from a dictionary [46], [47].

In addition, we needed media sessions with enough comments so that labelers
could adequately assess the frequency or repetition of aggression, which is an
important part of the cyberbullying definition. We selected a threshold of 15 as
a lower bound on the number of comments in a media session, considering that
the average ratio of comments posted by users other than friends to comments
posted by the profile owner in an Instagram profile is around 16 [40]. At the
end 2,218 media sessions (images and their associated comments) were selected
randomly for the task of labeling.
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4 Cyberbullying Labeling

In this section, we explain the design and methodology for labeling the selected
set of media sessions. In Instagram, each media session consists of a media object
posted by the profile owner and the corresponding comments for the media
object. For example, Figure 1 illustrated a media session in which hateful com-
ments were posted for an Instagram image on the profile of the owner. Such a
media session was used in the labeling process, in which labelers were shown both
the image and the associated text comments in order to make determinations
for cyberaggression and cyberbullying.

With input from a social science expert, co-author Mattson, we designed sim-
ple instructions to help human contributors identify whether the media session
constituted an act of cyberaggression or cyberbullying. During the instructional
phase prior to labeling, contributors were given the aforementioned definitions
of cyberaggression and cyberbullying along with related examples. The example
questions provided more details to help contributors accurately label the online
behavior and distinguish between cyberaggression and cyberbullying based on
the social science definitions they were provided.

In order to provide quality control, we only permitted the highest-rated con-
tributors on CrowdFlower to have access to our job. Next, a mentoring phase
was provided for the potential contributors that included instructions and a set
of example media sessions with the correct label. Further, to monitor the qual-
ity of the contributors and filter out the spammers, potential contributors were
asked to answer a set of test questions in two phases: quiz mode and work mode.
Potential contributors needed to answer correctly a minimum number of test
questions to pass the quiz mode and qualify as a contributor for the job. We also
incorporated quality control checks during the labeling process (work mode) by
inserting random test questions. A contributor was filtered out if he/she failed
this work mode.

Fig. 2. An example of the labeling study,
showing an image and its corresponding
comments, and the study questions.

Finally, a minimum time threshold
was set to filter out contributors who
rushed too quickly through the label-
ing process. The minimum number of
test questions to get back high-quality
data was recommended by Crowd-
Flower. More details about the label-
ing process statistics have been pro-
vided in the appendix.

An example of a media session
that each crowd-sourcer was asked to
label is shown in Figure 2. Each media
session was then labeled by five con-
tributors that asked them to use the
instructions and definitions we pro-
vided to determine whether the post
included cyberaggressive behavior or
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cyberbullying behavior. Specifically we asked 1) Is there any cyberaggres-
sive behavior in the online posts? Mark yes if there is at least one negative
word/comment and or content with intent to harm someone or others and 2) Is
there any cyberbullying behavior in the online posts? Mark yes if there are neg-
ative words and repeated negativity against a victim that cannot easily defend
him or herself.

We conducted a separate second phase of labeling focused only on the image
contents in order to identify the content and category of the image. We pro-
vided separate instructions to label the image contents of media sessions, so
that we could investigate the relationship between cyberbullying and cyberag-
gression and image content. We reasoned that the content or category of an
image may help identify incidents of cyberbullying and cyberaggression. More
detail regarding image labeling has been explained in the appendix.

5 Analysis and Characterization of Ground Truth Data

We submitted our first study with 2,218 media sessions (images and their asso-
ciated comments) to CrowdFlower. CrowdFlower assesses a degree of trust for
each contributor based on the percentage of correctly answered test questions,
as explained in Section 4. This trust value is incorporated by CrowdFlower into
a weighted version of the majority voting method called a “confidence level” for
each labeled media session. We decided to keep media sessions whose weighted
trust-based metric was equal to or greater than 60%. We deemed them to be
strong enough support for majority voting from contributors with higher trust.
Overall, 1,954 (88%) of the original pure majority-vote based media sessions
wound up in this higher-confidence cyberbullying-labeled group. For this higher-
confidence data set, 29% of the media sessions belonged to the “bullying” group
while the other 71% were deemed to be not bullying.

5.1 Labeling and Negativity Analysis

The distribution of the media sessions based on the number of votes (out of
five votes) received for cyberaggression and cyberbullying respectively has been
provided in Figure 3. The left chart shows the fraction of samples that have
been labeled as cyberaggression k times, and the right chart shows the fraction
of samples that have been labeled as cyberbullying k times. The higher the
number of votes for a given media session, the more confidence we have that
the media session contains an incident of cyberaggression or cyberbullying, with
five votes means unanimous agreement. Similarly, the lower the number of votes
for a given media session, the more confidence we have that the media session
does not contain an incident of cyberaggression or cyberbullying, with zero votes
means unanimous agreement.The inter-rater agreement Fleiss-Kappa value for
cyberbullying is 0.5 and for cyberaggression is 0.52.

We notice that for both cyberaggression and cyberbullying, most of the prob-
ability mass is around media sessions labeled by all four or five contributors the
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same, i.e. either 0 or 1 votes (about 50% for cyberaggression and about 62%
for cyberbullying), or 4 or 5 votes (about 31% for cyberaggression and about
23% for cyberbullying). Thus, a key finding is that the contributors are mostly
in agreement about what behavior constitutes cyberaggression, and what behavior
constitutes cyberbullying in Instagram media sessions. Only about 13−17% of
the media sessions have two or three votes, which indicates that there is some
disagreement in a small fraction of media sessions about whether the session
contains an incident of cyberaggression or cyberbullying. This disagreement can
be attributed to the fact that different people have different levels of sensitivity
and a conversation may seem normal to one person and hurtful to another.

Next, we observe that about 30% of the media sessions have not been labeled
as cyberaggression by any of the five contributors. Since all media sessions con-
tained at least one comment with one or more profane word, this suggests that
only employing a profanity usage threshold to detect cyberaggression can pro-
duce many false positives. We make a similar observation for cyberbullying. We
notice about 40% of the media sessions have not been labeled as cyberbullying
by any of the five contributors. Applying a majority voting criterion to a binary
label as cyberbullying or not, 30% of the samples have been labeled as cyber-
bullying. This is despite the fact that all the media sessions contain at least one
profane word. This leads us to our second important finding. A classifier design
for cyberbullying detection cannot solely rely on the usage of profanity among
the words in image-based discussions, and instead must consider other features
to improve accuracy.

In order to understand the relationship between cyberaggression and cyber-
bullying, we plotted in Figure 4 a two-dimensional heat map that shows the
distribution of media sessions as a function of the number of votes each media
session received for cyberaggression and cyberbullying. We observe that a
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Fig. 3. Fraction of media sessions that
have been voted k times as cyberag-
gression (left) or cyberbullying (right).

Fig. 4. Two-dimensional distribu-
tion of media sessions as a function
of the number of votes given for
cyberaggression versus the number
of votes given for cyberbullying,
assuming five labelers.
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significant fraction of the sessions exhibit strong agreement in terms of either
receiving high numbers of votes for both cyberbullying and cyberaggressions,
or receiving low numbers of votes for both cyberbullying and cyberaggression.
This can be inferred from the high energy in the upper right and lower left part
of the diagonal. In addition, it is promising that the area below the diagonal is
essentially zero, meaning no session has received more votes for cyberbullying
than for cyberaggression. This conforms with the definition that cyberbullying is
a subset of cyberaggression. The Pearson’s correlation between number of votes
for cyberbullying and number of votes for cyberaggression is 0.9.

We see that the remaining significant energy in the distribution appears in
the area above the diagonal. Media sessions in this area exhibit the property
that if they receive N1 cyberbullying votes and N2 cyberaggression votes, then
N2 ≥ N1. The area where N1 ≤ 2 and N2 ≥ 3 corresponds to cases where
there is cyberaggression but not cyberbullying. These observations lead us to
our third important finding. A media session that exhibits cyberaggression does
not necessarily exhibit cyberbullying, and a classifier design for cyberbullying
detection must go much beyond merely detecting cyberaggression. This is a very
important finding, because as we noted in Section 2, prior work on detecting
cyberbullying has mainly focused on detecting cyberaggression as they do not
take into account the frequency of aggression or imbalance of power, which are
crucial features of cyberbullying.

Finally, we are interested in understanding the relation between cyberbul-
lying/cyberaggression and the percentage of negativity in the comments. We
divided all the media sessions into nine different bins based on the percentage
of negativity in their comments. Bin (n1 − n2] contains all media sessions with
bigger than n1% and smaller than or equal to n2% negativity. None of the media
sessions contained more than 90% negative comments. Next, we calculated per-
centage media sessions for each bin that can be identified as cyberaggression or
cyberbullying based on majority of votes, i.e. where the number of votes is 3 or
higher.
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Fig. 5. Percentage of media sessions that
have been labeled as cyberaggression (left)
and cyberbullying (right) versus their neg-
ativity percentages.

Figure 5 shows these fractions, left
figure for cyberaggression and right
figure for cyberbullying. We observe
that as the percentage of negativ-
ity increases, so does the fraction of
media sessions up until 50% nega-
tivity for cyberaggression and 60%
for cyberbullying. This increase is
as expected, since cyberaggression or
cyberbullying is typically accompa-
nied with negativity in the postings.
However, we notice that the per-
centage of cyberaggression or cyber-
bullying starts decreasing after these
peaks as the percentage of negativity
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increases. This is quite an unexpected result and seems counter-intuitive. To
understand this, we examined closely the media sessions that have very high
negativity. We noticed that these media sessions typically involved discussions
about sports, politics, tattoos, or were just friendly talks. People tend to use
lots of profanity words in such discussions, even though they are not insulting
any one person in particular. This leads us to our final important finding about
negativity analysis. A media session with a significantly high percentage of neg-
ativity (more than 60-70%) typically implies a low probability that the session
contains a cyberbullying incident.

5.2 Temporal and Graph Properties Analysis

Since different comments in a media session are posted at different times, it
is important to understand the relationship between the temporal nature of
comment postings and cyberbullying/cyberaggression. We define the strength
of cyberbullying/cyberaggression as the number of votes received for labeling
a media session as cyberbullying/cyber-aggression, and explore the Pearson’s
correlation of cyberbullying/cyberaggression strength and temporal behavior
comment arrivals. We would like to understand how human contributors incor-
porated the definition of cyberbullying, which includes the temporal notion of
repetition of negativity over time, into their labeling. Given the time stamps
on the collected comment, we compute the interarrival time between two conse-
quent comments. We then count the number of interarrival times of comments
in a media session that have a value less than x = 1min, 5 min, ..., 6 months.
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Fig. 6. Pearson’s correlation between the
number of votes and the number of com-
ments that arrive in ≤ x seconds after their
previously received comment.

Figure 6 illustrates the correlation
between the number votes and the
number of comments arrive with ≤ x
seconds after their previously received
comment. We see that there is a cor-
relation of about 0.3 between the
strength of support for cyberbullying
and media sessions in which there are
frequent postings within one hour of
previous post. Further, we find that as
we expand the allowable interarrival
times between comments, the correla-
tion weakens considerably. A similar
pattern was observed for cyberaggres-
sion. In fact, on average around 40%
of the comments arrive in less than 1 hour after previously received comments
in cyberbullying media sessions, however only 30% of the comments have been
received with the same interarrival time in non-cyberbullying samples (p < 0.001,
based on t-test). A key finding here is that media sessions that contain cyber-
bullying have relatively low comment interarrival times, that is the comments in
these media sessions are posted quite frequently.
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Table 1. Mean values of social graph properties for cyberbullying versus non-
cyberbullying samples and aggression versus non-cyberaggression. (∗p < 0.05).

Label *Likes *Media objects Following Followers
Non-cyberbullying 9,684.4 1,145.7 668.1 415,676.2
Cyberbullying 7,029.0 1,198.3 626.7 463,073.1
Non-cyberaggression 9,768.6 1,133.7 665.9 421,075.3
Cyberaggression 7,551.3 1,204.3 640.3 440,403.6

Next, we examine the relationship between cyberbullying/cyberaggression
and the social network graph features such as the number of likes for a given
media object, number of comments posted for a media object, number of users a
user is following, and the number of followers of a user. Table 1 shows these num-
bers, for categories of non-cyberbullying sessions, cyberbullying sessions, non-
cyberaggression sessions and cyberaggression sessions. We observe that media
sessions that contain cyberbullying/cyberaggression share more media objects
than media sessions that do not contain cyberbullying/cyberaggression, but on
average receive lower number of likes. Souza et al.’s [45] analysis of Instagram
users shows there is a positive correlation between number of followers and num-
ber of likes for typical Instagram users. Users who receive cyberbullying do not
follow the same pattern. In fact, the average number of likes per post for non-
cyberbullying sessions is 4 times the average number of likes for cyberbullying
sessions, and the average number of likes per post for non-cyberaggression ses-
sions is 4.5 times the average number of likes for cyberaggression sessions. In
terms of number of following and followers, the distinction is not as pronounced,
although we see that the media sessions with cyberbullying/cyberaggression inci-
dents have more followers and less following compared to the media sessions
without cyberaggression/cyberbullying. The key finding here is that the users
of media sessions with cyberbullying/cyberaggression have lower number of likes
per post while have more followers.

5.3 Linguistic and Psychological Analysis

We now focus on the pattern of linguistic and psychological measurements
of cyberbullying/cyberaggression media sessions versus non-cyberbullying/non-
cyberaggression. For this purpose, we have applied Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC), a text analysis program to find which categories of words have
been used for cyberbullying/cyberaggression labeled media sessions. LIWC eval-
uates different aspects of word usages in psychologically meaningful categories,
by counting the number of the words across the text for each category [48].
LIWC has often been used for studies on variations in language use across dif-
ferent people. Published papers show that LIWC have been validated to perform
well in studies on variations in language use across different peoples [49]. We first
analyze the number of words, and usage of pronouns, negations and swear words
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(Figure 7). Next, we look at some of the personal concerns such as work, achieve-
ments, leisure, etc. (Figure 7). Finally, we investigate some of the psychological
measurements such as social, family, friends, etc. (Figure 8). For each of these
cases, we first obtain the LIWC values for each media session comment set. We
then calculate the average LIWC value for each of the four classes: media sessions
with cyberbullying, media sessions with no cyberbullying, media sessions with
cyberaggression, and media sessions with no cyberaggression. The bars shown
in Figures 7-8 represent the ratio of average LIWC value for cyberbullying class
to that of non-cyberbullying, and the ratio of average LIWC value for cyberag-
gression class to that of non-cyberaggression.

In Figure 7, we first notice that the word count for media sessions with cyber-
bullying/cyberaggression is significantly higher than for media sessions with no
cyberbullying/cyberaggression (p < 10−5). Next, as expected, for swear words
(e.g., damn, piss) and negations (e.g., never, not), the ratio is higher for cyber-
bullying/cyberaggression category (p < 10−5). It is interesting to note that the
ratios for the third person pronouns (she, he, they) are more than 1.3 (p < 10−5),
the ratio for the first person singular pronoun ( i ) is 0.85, and the ratios for first
person plural and second person pronouns (we, you) is closer to 1. This leads
us to our first key finding with respect to the linguistic features. A user is less
likely to directly refer to himself/herself and more likely to refer to other people
in third person in postings involving cyberbullying or cyberaggression.
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Fig. 7. (left) Ratio of LIWC values of cyberbullying/cyberaggression labeled media
sessions to non-cyberbullying/non-cyberaggression class in Linguistic categories.
(right)Ratio of LIWC values of cyberbullying/cyberaggression labeled media sessions
to non-cyberbullying/non-cyberaggression class in Personal Concerns categories.

For personal concerns (Figure 7), “religion” (e.g., church, mosque) and
“death” (e.g., bury, kill) categories have higher ratios (more than 1.2, p < 0.1).
This is in line with our findings in our previous work on profanity usage analy-
sis in ask.fm social media, where we observed that there is high profanity usage
around words like “muslim” [41]. This suggests that religion-based cyberbullying
may be quite prevalent in social media. On the other hand, ratios for personal
categories like “work”, “money” and ‘achieve” are much closer to 1.
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For psychological measurements (Figure 8), we notice that the ratios for “neg-
ative emotion”, “anger”, “body”, and “sexual” categories are significantly higher
than 1 (more than 1.4, p < 10−5), and the ratio for “positive emotion” category
is significantly lower than 1 (0.76, p < 10−5). Higher ratios for “body” (e.g. face,
wear) and “sexual” (e.g. slut, rapist) categories provide evidence for appearance-
based and sexual-based cyberbullying in social media. For other psychological
measurement categories, such as “social”, “friend”, etc., the ratios are closer to
1. Based on our observations from Figures 7 and 8, our final important finding
with respect to linguistic features is as follows: There is a higher probability of
cyberbullying in postings involving religion, death, appearance and sexual hints,
and cyberbullying posts typically have higher occurrences of negative emotions
and lower occurrences of positive emotions.
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Fig. 8. Ratio of LIWC values of cyberbullying/cyberaggression labeled media sessions
to non-cyberbullying/non-cyberaggression class in Psychological categories.

5.4 Image Content Analysis

We now explore the relationship between image content and cyberbully-
ing/cyberaggression in a media session. If the majority of labelers chose a given
content category for an image, then that image was counted as belonging to
that category. Note that it was possible for contributors to place an image in
more than one category. More than 70% of the images were labeled with only
one category, and around 20% were labeled with two categories. However, there
were a few images that were labeled with up to eight unique categories.

Figure 9 shows the fraction of the contents for all labeled data in the green
bar. The “dont know” choice was given as we realized that for some images it
is hard to figure out what is in the image. As some images belong to more than
one category, the bars will sum up to more than one. First, we observe that the
most common labels for image content are Person/People, Text and Sports.

Next, the heights of the blue and red bars embedded inside each green bar
relative to the height of the green bar indicate the fraction of images belonging
to the media sessions that contained cyberaggression and cyberbullying respec-
tively. For example, for the “Text” category, about 1/3 of the images with “Text”
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Fig. 9. Fraction of image categories for all media sessions, cyberbullying and cyberag-
gression classes.

were associated with media sessions containing cyberaggression and cyberbully-
ing. We observe that for some content categories such as “Drugs”, the overall
fraction is quite small (green bar height is low), but most of the images in those
categories do belong to media sessions with cyberaggression/cyberbullying in
them. To see this more clearly, Figure 10 plots the fraction of images labeled
as cyberaggression/cyberbullying for each content category. We notice that for
content category “Drugs”, 75% of the images belong to media sessions contain-
ing cyberbullying, while for content categories like “Car”, “Nature”, “Person”,
“Celebrity”, “Text” and “Sport”, 30%-40% of the images belong to media ses-
sions containing cyberbullying/cyberaggression. Also, whenever images contain
bike, food, tattoo, etc., there is little cyberbullying occurring. The key finding
here is that certain image contents such as Drug are strongly related with cyber-
bulllying, while some other image contents such as bike, food, etc. have a very
low relationship with cyberbullying.
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Fig. 10. Fraction of images which have been labeled as cyberbullying and cyberaggres-
sion for each content category.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper makes the following major contributions. First, an appropriate defini-
tion of cyberbullying that incorporates both frequency of negativity and imbal-
ance of power is applied in large-scale labeling, and is differentiated from cyberag-
gression. Second, cyberbullying is studied in the context of a media-based social
network, incorporating both images and comments in the labeling. We found
that labelers are mostly in agreement about what constitutes cyberbullying and
cyberaggression in Instagram media sessions. Third, a detailed analysis of the
distribution results of labeling of cyberbullying incidents is presented, including
a correlation analysis of cyberbullying with other factors derived from images,
text comments, and social network meta data. We found a significant number
of media sessions containing profanity and cyberaggression were not labeled as
cyberbullying, suggesting that detection of cyberbullying must be more sophis-
ticated than merely looking for profanity. We observed that media sessions with
very high percentage of negativity above 60-70% actually correspond to a lower
likelihood of cyberbullying. Also, media sessions with cyberbullying exhibit more
frequent commenting. We found that users of media sessions containing cyber-
bullying demonstrate a lower number of likes per post. Finally, cyberbullying has
a higher probability of occurring when media sessions contain certain linguistic
categories such as death, appearance, religion and sexuality content. Similarly,
certain image contents such as “drug” are highly related to cyberbullying while
other image categories such as “tattoo” or “food” are not.

In the future, we hope to build upon this analysis. We hope to examine more
features for their correlation with cyberbullying, such as new image features,
mobile sensor data, etc. Such features should be auto-generated by software
rather than requiring human labeling. We also wish to obtain greater detail from
the labeling process. Streamlining down to two labeling questions improved the
response rate, quality and speed, but limited our ability to ask more detailed
questions about other aspects of cyberbullying, such as different types and roles.
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Appendix

Labeling Statistics

Overall, 176 potential contributors worked on the quiz questions, 144 passed
the quiz mode, while 31 contributors failed and 1 gave up. The labeled data
that we finally obtained were from 139 trusted contributors, while the the rest
were filtered out during the work mode. Table 2 provides the number of trusted
judgments and the contributors’ accuracy for 11,090 total judgments.

Table 2. Labeling process statistics. Trusted judgments are the ones made by trusted
contributors.

Trusted Judgments 10987
Untrusted Judgments 103
Average Test Question Accuracy of
Trusted Contributors

89%

Labeled Media Sessions per Hour 6
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Image Labeling

Human contributors were given detailed instructions for identifying image’s con-
tent. We first sampled 1,200 images from the selected subset of media sessions
to determine a suitable set of representative categories to be used in the label-
ing. A graduate student examined all the images and classified them to different
possible categories. Then, a social science expert checked the categories again
and revised them. Some of the dominant categories identified were the presence
of a human in the image, as well as text, clothes, tattoos, sports and celebrities.
We then asked contributors to identify which of the aforementioned categories
were present in the image. Multiple categories could be selected for a given
image. Each media session was labeled by three different contributors. At the
end, our social science expert checked a set of random media sessions and images
to confirm the quality of the labeled data for both studies.


